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Abstract
Pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) is a disease of small pulmonary arteries, characterized by excessive vasoconstriction, remodelling of the arterial wall, in-situ thrombolisation and characteristic plexiform lesions. PAH leads to an elevation in right ventricular afterload, which causes right heart failure and ultimately death. As the diagnosis is often set late and the prognosis poor there is a need for new diagnostic approaches and treatment strategies. In a first study, we retrospectively investigated a cohort of patients diagnosed with PAH in Lund from 2000-2010 and demonstrated that the survival of patients still is poor, but comparable to other European countries. We found that initial combination therapy could be more efficient than initial monotherapy in improving the haemodynamic status. Additionally, we identified the 6-minute walking distance, pulmonary vascular resistance index, stroke volume index and mean right atrial pressure/stroke volume index as prognostic markers at treatment follow-up. These variables may therefore potentially be used as future treatment goals.

Hypoxia induces pulmonary vasoconstriction. This hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction (HPV) matches perfusion with ventilation in focal hypoxia, but in global hypoxia generalized HPV induces pulmonary hypertension (PH). Generalized HPV may additionally worsen PH when primarily of another aetiology. Studies into the mechanisms of HPV can lead to new physiological insights, but also contribute to find new complementary treatments for hypoxia-induced PH. As modulatory pathways may furthermore be common for hypoxia-induced PH and other forms of PH, including PAH, its study can also lead to better comprehension of pathogenetic mechanisms and potential treatments for other forms of PH.

We established an in vivo porcine model of HPV and found that endothelin-1 is important for the sustained HPV response and that a cyclooxygenase-2-derived vasoconstrictor, probably thromboxane A2, contributes to potentiate the HPV response. Adenosine diphosphate was not an obligatory potentiating modulator of HPV, but could be a non-mandatory contributor. Additionally, we conclude that the intravenous dual endothelin A and endothelin B receptor antagonist tezosentan, and the ionotropic and pulmonary vasodilatory drug levosimendan, could be new means to modulate hypoxia-induced PH.

Finally, in a prospective cohort of patients with systemic sclerosis-associated PAH (SSc-PAH) we identified a panel of circulating angiogenic and inflammatory biomarkers that could be used for PAH screening among SSc patients. We additionally found that circulating angiogenic and inflammatory biomarkers were deranged at time of PAH diagnosis and altered after initiation of PH-targeted treatments in a group of patients with idiopathic PAH or SSc-PAH. Plasma levels of some angiogenic and inflammatory biomarkers furthermore correlated with important clinical variables of prognostic impact, such as the 6-minute walking distance, mean right atrial pressure and NT-proBNP levels. These findings could contribute to earlier identification and better prognostication of PAH patients and thereby potentially improve their prognosis.
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Summary

Pulmonary hypertension (PH) has many causes, whereof pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) is one. PAH is a disease primarily of pulmonary arteries, characterized by excessive pulmonary vasoconstriction, vascular remodelling, in-situ thrombosis and the development of plexiform lesions. PAH can be idiopathic, hereditary, drugs or toxins induced or associated to other diseases, most commonly connective tissue diseases (CTD) or congenital heart diseases. Mortality rates in PAH are high despite modern therapies and there is a definite need for new diagnostic approaches and treatment strategies.

Additionally, hypoxia causes pulmonary vasoconstriction. This is beneficial when hypoxia is focal or when ventilation is unevenly distributed, as blood flow is then directed primarily to well-ventilated lung regions. Conversely, when hypoxia is global, hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction (HPV) induces generalized pulmonary vasoconstriction, which may lead to PH. This can occur at high altitude where the partial pressure for oxygen is low and in chronic lung diseases. HPV may, however, also aggravate the degree of PH in PAH. The mechanisms behind HPV are not fully understood and there is a need for complementary treatments of hypoxia-induced PH besides oxygen and treatment of the underlying cause. Additionally, an acute hypoxia model can be a tool to study regulatory mechanisms of pulmonary arterial tone in general. In such a way, findings regarding the regulation of HPV may also help to better understand the pulmonary arterial processes in other forms of PH, including PAH.

The general aims of this doctoral dissertation were therefore to evaluate mechanisms of pulmonary vasoconstriction, with special emphasis on HPV, and to perform investigations into new treatment strategies and diagnostic approaches for patients with PH due to PAH or hypoxia. The long-term goal is to improve outcome for patients with PH.

In Paper I, it was demonstrated that survival is poor for patients with idiopathic PAH and even worse for those with PAH associated to a CTD. One reason for this could be that the treatment strategies used for PAH patients were not sufficient, as we found that the recommended approach of initial monotherapy was in most cases not satisfactory. Instead, our results indicated that initial combination therapy could be a means to more rapidly and potently improve the pulmonary haemodynamic status and cardiac performance. Another reason for the poor survival rates might be that the diagnosis of PAH is often set late in the disease. In Paper
VI, we identified a panel of circulating angiogenic and inflammatory biomarkers, including placenta growth factor (PIGF), vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)-D, soluble VEGF receptor-1 (sVEGFR-1) and tumour necrosis factor (TNF)-α, which could in different ways contribute to the screening process for an earlier diagnosis of PAH among patients with systemic sclerosis (SSc). Plasma levels of these circulating biomarkers were either higher in SSc patients who would eventually develop PAH, as compared to SSc patients who did not develop PAH during a follow-up of over a decade, or increased in SSc patients as PAH developed. SSc is the most common CTD associated with PAH. We also found that several circulating angiogenic and inflammatory biomarkers, namely PIGF, VEGF-A, VEGF-D, sVEGFR-1, interleukin-6 and TNF-α, were elevated at PAH diagnosis in patients with either idiopathic or SSc-associated PAH. Such biomarkers could potentially aid in identifying what patients with PH, or symptoms of PH, that have PAH.

At present, it is recommended that the treatment of patients with PAH should be aimed at reaching pre-defined treatment goals. The current treatment goals are however primarily based on “expert opinion” and there is only sparse data regarding prognostic markers at follow-up after initiation of PAH-targeted therapies. In Paper I, we identified a higher pulmonary vascular resistance index and a lower 6-minute walking distance at treatment follow-up to be associated with worse outcome in PAH. In complementary analyses, we additionally show that lower stroke volume index and higher mean right atrial pressure/stroke volume index at treatment follow-up are associated with worse outcome. Additionally, in Paper VI we found that plasma levels of PIGF, VEGF-D, interleukin-6 and TNF-α at treatment follow-up correlated with clinical variables of prognostic impact and that higher plasma levels of PIGF and TNF-α were indeed associated with an increased mortality risk in a univariate COX proportional hazards model.

With respect to the modulation of HPV, in Papers II and IV it was demonstrated that endothelin-1 and a cyclooxygenase-2 derived vasoconstrictor contribute to potentiate HPV in vivo in pigs and seem to be of specific importance for the sustained HPV response. It was suggested that the cyclooxygenase-2 derived vasoconstrictor was thromboxane A₂. In Paper V, we found that adenosine diphosphate, through activation of P2Y₁ and P2Y₁₂ receptors, may be a non-obligatory potentiating modulator of HPV, but a definite role for adenosine diphosphate in modulating the HPV response was not proven in our in vivo porcine model. The results in Paper II furthermore implicated that the dual endothelin receptor antagonist tezosentan could be used both to reverse and to prevent acute hypoxic PH. In Paper III levosimendan was additionally shown to be a potential treatment for acute hypoxic PH, as the drug both reduced right ventricular afterload and prevented a cardio-depressive effect of acute hypoxia in vivo in pigs.
Förhöjt blodtryck i lungkretsloppet kan ha många orsaker. Oavsett vad som ligger bakom så medför det förhöjda blodtrycket att höger hjärthalva, som pumpar blodet genom lungkretsloppet, får arbeta mot ett högre motstånd. Det resulterar på sikt i att höger hjärthalva börjar svika i sin funktion, vilket kan leda till döden. En viktig orsak till förhöjt blodtryck i lungkretsloppet är den ovanliga lungkärlssjukdomen pulmonell arteriell hypertension (PAH). Dödligheten vid PAH är hög och diagnosen ställs ofta sent i sjukdomsförloppet. Det finns därför ett behov av nya behandlingsstrategier och nya diagnostiska metoder vid PAH.

När syrgashalten i omgivningen är låg drar lungkretsloppets blodådror ihop sig. Det är ändamålsenligt om den låga syrgashalten är begränsad till en del av lungan. Då omfördelas blodflödet till områden av lungan där syrgashalten är god. När syrgashalten är låg i hela eller stora delar av lungan blir kärlsammandragningen emellertid så utbredd att blodtrycket i lungkretsloppet kan stiga till förhöjda nivåer. Detta kan ske t ex på hög höjd, vid lungsjukdom eller PAH. De mekanismer som medför att lungkretsloppets blodådror drar sig samman vid låga syrgashalter är ofullständigt utredda. Det behövs också, som komplement till syrgas och behandling av den underliggande orsaken, nya behandlingar för förhöjt blodtryck i lungkretsloppet då detta orsakas av låg syrgashalt. Genom att bättre förstå de mekanismer som ligger till grund för att lungkretsloppets blodådror drar sig samman vid låg syrgashalt kan vi på sikt möjligtenna också lära mer om vad som kan orsaka förhöjt blodtryck i lungkretsloppet och förhöjd dödlighet vid PAH, eftersom mekanismerna för kärlsammandragning kan vara gemensamma för olika former av PH.

Syftet med det aktuella avhandlingsarbetet har varit att utvärdera mekanismer, som kan bidra till att lungkretsloppets blodådror drar sig samman vid låg syrgashalt och hitta nya behandlingsstrategier och nya diagnostiska metoder vid förhöjt blodtryck i lungkretsloppet av olika orsaker. På lång sikt syftar avhandlingsarbetet till att förbättra prognosen för patienter med förhöjt blodtryck i lungkretsloppet.

I delstudie I bekräftades att dödligheten vid PAH är hög. Det visade sig att majoriteten av patienterna inte klarade sig med endast ett läkemedel mot det förhöjda blodtrycket i lungkretsloppet och att behandling med flera läkemedel redan från början skulle kunna vara ett sätt att snabbare och mer effektivt sänka blodtrycket och förbättra hjärtats pumpförmåga. De patienter som hade lägre motstånd i lungcirkulationen och som hade en bättre fysisk prestationsförmåga efter
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Introduction

Pulmonary Hypertension

Pulmonary hypertension (PH) is defined by a mean pulmonary artery pressure (PAP) ≥ 25 mmHg at rest as measured by right heart catheterization (RHC). PH can be pre-capillary, post-capillary, or combined pre- and post-capillary, depending on the magnitude of the pulmonary arterial wedge pressure (PAWP), diastolic pressure gradient (DPG) and pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR). Patients with pre-capillary PH exhibits PAWP ≤ 15 mmHg, whereas patients with post-capillary PH exhibits PAWP > 15 mmHg. Isolated post-capillary PH is defined by a DPG < 7 mmHg and/or a PVR ≤ 3 WU, whereas combined pre- and post-capillary PH is defined by a DPG ≥ 7 mmHg and/or a PVR > 3 Wood units (WU) (Table 1) (1).

Table 1 Haemodynamic Definitions of Pulmonary Hypertension
Adapted from Galiè et al., 2015 (1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEFINITION</th>
<th>CHARACTERISTICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary hypertension</td>
<td>mean PAP ≥ 25 mmHg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-capillary pulmonary hypertension</td>
<td>mean PAP ≥ 25 mmHg and/or PAWP ≤ 15 mmHg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-capillary pulmonary hypertension</td>
<td>mean PAP ≥ 25 mmHg and/or PAWP &gt; 15 mmHg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolated post-capillary pulmonary hypertension</td>
<td>DPG &lt; 7 mmHg and/or PVR ≤ 3 WU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined post-capillary and pre-capillary pulmonary hypertension</td>
<td>DPG ≥ 7 mmHg and/or PVR &gt; 3 WU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to aetiology, PH is classified into five different groups; (i) pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH), (ii) PH due to left heart disease, (iii) PH due to lung diseases and/or hypoxia, (iv) chronic thromboembolic PH and other pulmonary artery obstructions, and (v) PH with unclear and/or multifactorial mechanisms (Table 2) (2).

Specific PH-targeted medications are approved for treating patients with PAH or chronic thromboembolic PH. However, patients with chronic thromboembolic PH should preferentially be treated by thrombendarterectomy and pharmacological treatment is only proven beneficial for patients with distal and inoperable lesions or
Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension

PAH is a rare disease, which is haemodynamically defined by the presence of pre-capillary PH with a PAWP ≤ 15 mmHg and PVR > 3 WU in the absence of other causes of pre-capillary PH (1). In European populations, the prevalence varies between 15 and 26 cases per million inhabitants and the annual incidence varies between 2.4 and 7.6 cases per million inhabitants (3-5). PAH can be idiopathic (iPAH), hereditary (hPAH), drugs and toxins induced or associated with other diseases, such as congenital heart diseases or connective tissue diseases (CTD) (Table 2) (2). The most common CTD associated with the development of PAH is systemic sclerosis (SSc) (3, 5). Patients with PAH are predominately diagnosed in late stages of the disease, most often in functional class III-IV (3, 5, 6). This may be due to the rarity, but also the progressive worsening of the disease.
PAH is due to narrowing and obstruction of the pulmonary arterial lumen by pulmonary vasoconstriction and pulmonary vascular remodelling, which involves intimal and medial proliferation, inflammatory infiltrates and fibrosis, as well as in-situ thrombosis and the development of characteristic plexiform lesions (7). Recent data furthermore suggests that PAH may additionally include pulmonary venous remodelling (8).

PH imposes an increased afterload on the right ventricle leading to increased right ventricular wall tension, which in turn causes a compensatory hypertrophy of the right ventricular walls. As the disease progresses, the right ventricle subsequently dilates and begins to fail. The most common cause of death in PAH is right heart failure (9). Untreated subjects with PAH display a median survival of only 2.8 years, or if associated with SSc no longer than approximately one year (10). Survival for patients with PAH is still poor and three-year survival rates of approximately 50-60 % have been reported in incident cohorts despite modern PH-targeted drugs (11, 12). In Sweden, an incident cohort of PAH patients included in the Swedish PAH Register (SPAHR) from 2008 and onwards had three-year survival rates of 71 % (Rådegran et al. Characteristics and survival of adult Swedish PAH and CTEPH patients 2000-2014, Submitted manuscript).

The pathogenesis of PAH is multifactorial, complex and incompletely understood. Endothelial dysfunction with increased production of vasoconstrictor/pro-proliferative substances, such as endothelin (ET) and thromboxane A2 (TXA2), and decreased production of vasodilator/anti-proliferative substances, such as nitric oxide and prostacyclin, contributes. Inflammation, metabolic reprogramming, circulating bone marrow-derived cells and altered levels of vascular growth factors and angiostatic factors, as well as micro ribonucleic acids, may also add to the pathogenic process. The genetic background, including mutations in the genes for bone morphogenic protein type II receptor and activin receptor-like kinase-1, can contribute to the susceptibility and severity of disease. Environmental factors, such as hypoxia, may also influence the severity of PH (8, 13).

Before 2001, intravenous administration of the pulmonary vasodilator epoprostenol, a synthetic prostacyclin, was the only treatment available for patients with PAH. Over the past 15 years, several pulmonary vasodilatory drugs, available for per oral use, have, however, been developed and approved for the treatment of PAH. In Europe, these PH-targeted drugs include single ETₐ (ambrisentan) and dual ETₐ and ETₜ (bosentan, macitentan) receptor antagonists, phosphodiesterase-5 inhibitors (sildenafil, tadalafil) and a stimulator of soluble guanylate cyclase (riociguat). Additional synthetic prostacyclins have furthermore been approved for inhalation (iloprost), subcutaneous and intravenous (treprostenil) use (1). The administration of parental prostacyclin analogues has become less cumbersome due to modern technologies. A randomized controlled trial investigating the effect of a
per oral prostacyclin receptor agonist (selexipag) in PAH was furthermore recently published with positive results (14). A small proportion of patients, with better survival, defined as vasoreactive upon RHC, may moreover be treated with calcium channel blockers (15, 16). Nevertheless, PAH is still incurable and lung transplantation is a last resort (1).

**Table 3 Risk Assessment in Pulmonary Hypertension**

Adapted from Galliè et al., 2015 (1). Abbreviations not defined in text include: BNP, brain natriuretic peptide; RA, right atrium; SvO₂, mixed venous oxygen saturation; VE/VO₂, high ventilator equivalents for carbon dioxide; VO₂, oxygen uptake.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Determinants of prognosis (Estimated 1-year Mortality)</th>
<th>Low Risk &lt; 5%</th>
<th>Intermediate Risk 5-10%</th>
<th>High Risk &gt; 10%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clinical signs of right heart failure</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progression of symptoms</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Slow</td>
<td>Rapid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syncope</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Occasional syncpe</td>
<td>Repeated syncpe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO functional class</td>
<td>I, II</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6MWD</td>
<td>&gt; 440 m</td>
<td>165-440 m</td>
<td>&lt; 165 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiopulmonary exercise testing</td>
<td>Peak VO₂ &gt; 15 ml/min/kg (&gt; 65% of predicted)</td>
<td>Peak VO₂ 11-15 ml/min/kg (35-65% of predicted)</td>
<td>Peak VO₂ &lt; 11 ml/min/kg (&lt; 35% of predicted)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VE/VO₂ slope &lt; 36</td>
<td>VE/VO₂ slope 36-44.9</td>
<td>VE/VO₂ slope ≥ 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT-proBNP levels</td>
<td>&lt; 300 ng/l (BNP &lt; 50 ng/l)</td>
<td>300-1400 ng/l (BNP 50-300 ng/l)</td>
<td>&gt; 1400 ng/l (BNP &gt; 300 ng/l)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imaging (echocardiography, cardiac magnetic resonance imaging)</td>
<td>RA area &lt; 18 cm², No pericardial effusion</td>
<td>RA area 18-26 cm², No or minimal pericardial effusion</td>
<td>RA area &gt; 26 cm², Pericardial effusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haemodynamics</td>
<td>RAP &lt; 8 mmHg, Cl ≥ 2.5 l/min/m², SvO₂ &gt; 65%</td>
<td>RAP 8-14 mmHg, Cl 2.0-2.4 l/min/m², SvO₂ 60-65%</td>
<td>RAP &gt; 14 mmHg, Cl &lt; 2.0 l/min/m², SvO₂ &lt; 60%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With respect to the treatment of PAH patients with PH-targeted medications, guidelines from the European Society of Cardiology and European Respiratory Society previously recommended initial monotherapy with sequential addition of further drugs or lung transplantation in case of an “inadequate clinical response” (17). In August 2015, the AMBITION study, could for the first time demonstrate superiority for initial combination therapy over initial monotherapy in terms of time to clinical failure in a randomized controlled trial (18). This year, new guidelines were published, which advocate either initial monotherapy or initial combination therapy with sequential addition of further drugs or lung transplantation in case of an “inadequate clinical response” (1). Initial monotherapy is solely recommended
as an alternative for patients in WHO functional class II or III with a low to intermediate risk (1).

According to these most recent guidelines, an adequate clinical response is for most patients considered the achievement of a stable, “low risk” profile, according to a risk assessment tool (Table 3) (1). A similar strategy was advocated for in the former guidelines (17). The risk assessment is based on a number of factors, including clinical presentation, exercise capacity, laboratory workup, imaging and haemodynamic parameters. The variables and cut-off levels included are, however, largely based on expert opinion (1). The utility of the parameters as prognostic markers at time of diagnosis are well validated, whereas only a few, smaller studies have confirmed their value for prognostication at follow-up after treatment initiation (19). Only one study has retrospectively confirmed the efficacy of some variables, namely functional class, cardiac index (CI), mixed venous oxygen saturation and plasma levels of the N-terminal pro-hormone of brain natriuretic peptide (NT-proBNP), as treatment goals (20).

As PAH is still associated with a poor prognosis there is a need for the development of new treatments and treatment strategies. Specifically, investigations into variables of prognostic value at follow-up are warranted to improve the risk stratification on which therapeutic decisions are based. Further studies are also necessary to better characterize the response to combinations of PH-targeted medications, especially as first-line treatment.
Hypoxic Pulmonary Vasoconstriction

The Swedish physiologists Ulf von Euler and Göran Liljestrand described hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction (HPV) in 1946. In an in vivo cat model they demonstrated that lowering of the inspiratory oxygen fraction (F\textsubscript{I}O\textsubscript{2}) from 0.21 (normoxia) to 0.10 (hypoxia) resulted in a prompt increase in PAP, which was fully and immediately reversible when normoxia was resumed (Figure 2). They elegantly concluded that it should lead to; “an adequate distribution of blood flow through various parts of the lung according to the efficiency of aeration” (21). One year later, the phenomenon of HPV was demonstrated in humans (22). The major determinant of HPV is the alveolar oxygen tension, but mixed venous oxygen tension additionally contributes (23). It is possible that arterial oxygenation of the bronchial circulation may also add to the response (24). The degree of HPV reflects the severity of the hypoxic stimulus down to very low oxygen tensions at which the HPV response may be blunted (25, 26). The mechanisms that underlie HPV are despite 70 years of research still not fully elucidated, but important insights have been made.
The pulmonary resistance arteries are the major site of the HPV response (27), although pulmonary veins also constrict in response to hypoxia (28). There is moreover a general consensus that the vascular smooth muscle cells of the pulmonary resistance arteries possess the ability to independently contract in response to hypoxia. Hence, mechanisms for oxygen sensing, as well as for mediation and effectuation of HPV, are located within the pulmonary arterial smooth muscle cell. The exact mechanisms are intensely debated and the current hypotheses were recently extensively reviewed (29). Briefly, an oxygen sensor may be located within the electron transport chain of the mitochondria, where hypoxia leads to an altered redox and/or energy state of the cell, which through activation of intracellular signalling pathways results in increased intracellular calcium levels and activation of the contractile apparatus. Nonetheless, in the intact animal, the HPV response is influenced by factors extrinsic to the pulmonary arterial smooth muscle cell, such as endothelial-derived vasoactive substances (30), erythrocytes (31, 32), the sympathetic nervous system (33), extracellular pH and partial pressure for carbon dioxide (34). Additionally, there is great variability in the HPV response between species (35-41), with age (42, 43) and even between adult individuals of the same species (25, 44-46). Recently, Sylvester et al. (29) proposed that the HPV response was characterized by different phases in the intact animal. First, an acute phase of HPV lasting 0-30 min, and secondly, a more gradually developed phase of sustained HPV at 30-120 min. There may possibly also be a third phase of
augmented HPV beyond 120 min of sustained hypoxia. Of note, the first acute phase of HPV may not persist if hypoxia is severe. Importantly, the underlying mechanisms may vary between these different phases and in general the acute phase of the HPV response has received more attention, as compared to the sustained phases. I and Göran Rådegran recently authored a review article that characterize the principal pathways of HPV modulation in vivo, with special reference to these temporal phases, species and age, which is currently accepted for publication with minor revisions. In this review, we additionally discuss the role of the same modulators in hypoxic pulmonary arterial remodelling and PH, as well as in PH due to lung diseases.

HPV is beneficial in focal hypoxia or when ventilation is unevenly distributed, such as in atelectasis or various chronic lung diseases. HPV then improves ventilation-perfusion matching to improve oxygen uptake and increase arterial oxygenation (47-52). Additionally, HPV is of great importance in the foetus where it redistributes CO to other organs than the lungs, as gas exchange is confined to the placenta (53). In global hypoxia ex utero, however, e.g. upon high altitude ascent or in acute deterioration of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, HPV is generalized and may induce PH, which can lead to acute right heart failure (54, 55). HPV may due to uneven distribution that leads to regional overperfusion additionally contribute to the development of high altitude pulmonary oedema (56). The increase in right ventricular afterload induced by generalized HPV may also add to the reduction in maximum CO and limitation of exercise capacity in hypoxia (57, 58). Finally, generalized HPV may aggravate PH in for instance PAH (8).

Further studies concerning the regulation of pulmonary vascular tone in hypoxia are warranted to additionally clarify the mechanisms behind HPV. In specific, in vivo studies are a priority to test hypotheses for relevance (29) and to clarify the modulation of the various phases of the HPV response. The sustained phases of HPV are probably of greater importance in the context of pulmonary pathophysiological processes involving hypoxia, whereas the acute phase is important for instant regulation of ventilation-perfusion matching.

A model of acute hypoxia-induced PH can also serve to assess the effect of new vasodilatory treatments for PH related to acute hypoxia and potentially also for PH of other aetiologies, especially in the setting of acute PH. Additionally, an acute hypoxia model can be a tool to study regulatory mechanisms of pulmonary arterial tone. In that way, findings regarding the regulation of HPV may by extension also help to better understand the pulmonary arterial processes in other forms of PH, including PAH.
Biomarkers in Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension

According to the definition of the National Institute of Health Biomarker Definition Working Group, a biomarker is “a characteristic that is objectively measured and evaluated as an indicator of normal biologic processes, pathogenic processes, or pharmacologic responses to a therapeutic intervention”. Biomarkers can be used as diagnostic tools, for staging or classification of the extent of disease, as indicators of prognosis or as predictors of or tools to assess treatment response (59).

Current and Future Biomarkers in Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension

Biomarkers are widely used in the study and clinical care of patients with PAH. Until recently, surrogate end-points, i.e. 6-minute walk distance (6MWD) or PVR, were used to assess the effect of treatment in all clinical trials with PH-targeted drugs. Upon evaluation of PAH patients in the clinic, moreover, biomarkers such as haemodynamic and echocardiographic parameters, 6MWD and natriuretic peptides are assessed to value and steer therapeutic decisions (1). The only circulating biomarkers in clinical use are natriuretic peptides, i.e. brain natriuretic peptide and NT-proBNP, as they are proven to be reliable prognostic factors and retrospectively validated as therapeutic targets (20, 60-62).

In later years, a growing interest to find new circulating biomarkers associated to PAH has evolved. The need for such biomarkers is emphasised by the necessity for earlier diagnosis and enhanced tools to determine treatment response and for prognostication in order to improve survival. Also, the need for new biomarkers is stressed by the dependence on specific expertise for proper echocardiographic evaluation and the invasive nature and sometimes poor availability of RHC for follow-up assessments. Furthermore, as NT-proBNP levels reflect myocardial stress they do not increase until late stages of the disease. In addition to the moderate sensitivity, NT-proBNP has low specificity as it may be affected by a number of different conditions. It was recently suggested that the optimal circulating biomarker for use in PAH should; (i) be observer independent, (ii) non-invasive, (iii) widely available, (iv) disease-specific, (v) a sign of disease activity, and (vi) an optimal treatment target (63).

Circulating biomarkers for PAH screening are of specific interest with respect to patients with SSc, who have a high incidence of PAH and a particularly poor prognosis (64). Screening for PAH in SSc is at present recommended using transthoracic echocardiography, pulmonary function testing with determination of the diffusion capacity for carbon monoxide and NT-proBNP measurements (65). Additional circulating biomarkers could aid in the screening process by making it simpler and by increasing its sensitivity and specificity.
Several circulating biomarkers, including ET-1 and C-terminal pro-ET-1, various interleukins (IL), C-reactive protein, angiopoietin, troponins, von Willebrand factor and some micro ribonucleic acids, have over the past years been studied in patients with PAH (63). Even though some results are promising, there is yet no new circulating biomarker, which has been adopted into clinical use. There are moreover very sparse data with respect to potential screening biomarkers in SSc (66), alterations in circulating biomarkers over time and in relation to treatment in patients with PAH (67, 68). Importantly, it has been stressed that a multiple biomarker approach is probably necessary (63, 69).
Aims

The general aims of this doctoral dissertation were to evaluate mechanisms of pulmonary vasoconstriction, with special emphasis on HPV, and to find new treatment strategies and diagnostic approaches for patients with PH of various causes.

The specific aims of each paper were:

I. To in a cohort of patients with iPAH, hPAH or CTD-associated PAH (CTD-PAH) estimate survival, identify prognostic variables at time of diagnosis and at follow-up after initiation of PH-targeted treatments, as well as to retrospectively determine the haemodynamic responses to initial mono or combination therapy, respectively.

II. To determine the pulmonary haemodynamic effects of the intravenous dual ETₐ and ETₐ receptor antagonist tezosentan in an in vivo porcine model of acute hypoxic PH, with special reference to the temporal aspects and the potential to prevent acute hypoxic PH, to investigate the contribution of ET-1 to the modulation of HPV and tezosentan as a potential treatment for acute hypoxic PH.

III. To determine the pulmonary haemodynamic effects of the intravenous inotropic and pulmonary vasodilatory drug levosimendan in an in vivo porcine model of acute hypoxic PH to investigate its potential as a treatment for acute hypoxic PH.

IV. To determine the contribution of COX-2 and TXA₂ to the modulation of HPV in an in vivo porcine model.

V. To determine if adenosine diphosphate (ADP), via activation of P2Y₁ and P2Y₁₂ receptors, contributes to the modulation of HPV in an in vivo porcine model.

VI. To investigate the potential use of a panel of angiogenic and inflammatory biomarkers for earlier PAH diagnosis, evaluation of treatment response and prognostication in patients with SSc-associated PAH (SSc-PAH) or iPAH.
Materials and Methods

Paper I

Study Population

All 77 patients that were ≥ 18 years of age and diagnosed with isolated iPAH, hPAH or CTD-PAH in Lund from 2000 to 2010, and subsequently included in the SPAHR were included in the study. 39 patients had iPAH or hPAH. 38 patients had CTD-PAH, whereof 84 % had SSc-PAH.

Gathering of Data

Medical journal data on age, sex, haemodynamic variables, 6MWD, World Health Organization (WHO) functional class, PH-targeted treatments, clinical events and survival status were gathered from 1 January 2000 to 31 December 2011.

Ethics

The study was ethically approved by the local ethics board in Lund, Sweden (Dnr. 2011/777, Dnr. 2011/368, Dnr. 2010/114).

Statistics

Parametric or non-parametric statistics were used depending on the distribution of data. Differences in haemodynamic variables before and after treatment start were compared using a paired t-test or Wilcoxon Signed Rank test. When comparing two groups, a t-test or Rank Sum test was performed. Survival rates were estimated using the Kaplan-Meier method and differences between groups were investigated using the Log-Rank test. COX regression was used to calculate age-adjusted hazard ratios for standardized values of potential prognostic markers. Values are presented as mean ± standard deviation (SD) for continuous variables and absolute for
categorical variables. P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. Statistical analyses were performed in SigmaPlot 11 (Systat Software Inc., San José, CA, USA) and SPSS (IBM SPSS Statistics 20, IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA).

Papers II-V

**In Vivo Pig Model of Acute Hypoxic Pulmonary Vasoconstriction**

We established an *in vivo* pig model for HPV at the Department of Experimental Medicine and Surgery at the Panum Institute, University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark (Figure 3). Animal care and surgical procedures were performed by trained animal technicians.

![Figure 3. In Vivo Pig Model for Acute HPV.](image)

*The pig is intubated and connected to a respirator where the F\textsubscript{O\textsubscript{2}} is lowered to 0.10. A Swan-Ganz catheter is inserted for measurements of pulmonary haemodynamics and CO by thermodilution. A catheter for systemic blood pressure measurement is inserted into the aorta. Blood gases are drawn from the pulmonary artery and the aorta. Drugs are infused into the right atrium by an infusion pump. Photographed by and printed with the permission of Göran Rådegran.*

**Anaesthesia and Ventilation**

Prior to the experiments, all pigs were fasted overnight with free access to water. All pigs were pre-medicated intramuscularly with 1 ml/10 kg of a mixture of 6.25 ml Narcoxyol vet (Xylazin 20 mg/ml; Intervet, Roskilde, Denmark), 1.25 ml Ketaminol vet (Ketamin 100 mg/ml; Intervet, Roskilde, Denmark), 2 ml Metadon (10 mg/ml; Nycomed, Roskilde, Denmark) and 2 ml Turbogesic (Butorphanoltartrat...
Anaesthesia was maintained with 1.5 ml/kg/h of Propofol (10 mg/ml; B Braun Medical A/S, Frederiksborg, Denmark) and 1 ml/10 kg/h of Fentanyl (50 μg/ml; Janssen-Cilag, Birkerød, Denmark) administered intravenously throughout the experiments with a B Braun Infusomate® Space (B Braun Medical A7S, Frederiksborg, Denmark) and a Braun Perfusor® Compact infusion pump (B Braun Medical A/S, Frederiksborg, Denmark), respectively. After intubation the lungs were mechanically ventilated with a respirator (Dameca, Rødovre, Denmark), and the F\text{\textsubscript{i}}O\text{\textsubscript{2}} monitored using an oxygen sensor and a medical oxygen apparatus OM871 (Dameca, Rødovre, Denmark). After the experiments, the animals were euthanized by a 10-15 ml mixture of Pentobarbital and Lidocainhydrochloride (200 and 20 mg/ml, respectively; Veterinærapoteket, University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark).

**Invasive Procedures, Measurements and Haemodynamic Surveillance**

Two small skin incisions were made, one along the medial line of the throat and one in the groin, to locate the internal jugular vein and the common carotid artery, as well as the femoral artery, respectively. An infusion catheter (Baby feeding tube No. 8, Unomedical, Birkerød, Denmark) was inserted through the internal jugular vein and advanced into the right atrium. Catheters for arterial pressure measurements (Baby feeding tube No. 8, Unomedical, Birkerød, Denmark) were positioned in the aortic arch, through the common carotid artery, as well as in the femoral artery. The femoral arterial catheter was used as a back-up if problems with the aortic catheter would occur.

A Swan Ganz catheter (Edwards Lifesciences, Irvine, CA, USA), introduced through the internal jugular vein, was used to measure mean right atrial pressure (RAP), mean PAP, PAWP, as well as CO in triplicates by thermodilution, infusing 10 ml boluses of iced saline (70). CO was calculated using a Baxter-Vigilance® monitor (Edwards Critical-Care, Saint-Prex, Switzerland). PAWP and CO was monitored intermittently.

Electrocardiogram, heart rate (HR), mean aortic blood pressure, mean RAP and mean PAP were monitored on a surveillance screen (Hewlett Packard, Berkshire, UK). The pressures were measured with pressure transducer sets (Edwards Lifesciences LLC, Irvine, CA, USA) connected to water filled connecting tubes. The data were recorded using a PowerLab 8/30 system (AD Instruments Ltd., Oxfordshire, UK). Saturation was monitored by a pulse oximetry probe (Philips M1193A, Philips Medico A/S, Copenhagen, Denmark) positioned on the tails of the pigs, as a continuous feedback during the experiments. PVR, systemic vascular resistance (SVR) and stroke volume (SV) were calculated according to the following formulas: PVR = (mean PAP – PAWP)/CO, SVR = (mean aortic blood pressure – mean RAP)/CO, and SV = CO/HR.
Blood samples from the pulmonary artery and aortic arch were drawn for immediate blood gas analysis with an ABL System 605 and an OSM 3 Hemoximeter apparatus or an ABL 700 Series Hemoximeter apparatus (Radiometer, Copenhagen, Denmark). Determining blood aorta (AO) and pulmonary artery (PA) O2 saturation (S\textsubscript{AO}O\textsubscript{2}, S\textsubscript{PA}O\textsubscript{2}), haemoglobin concentration (Hb\textsubscript{AO}, Hb\textsubscript{PA}), O2 pressure (p\textsubscript{AO}O\textsubscript{2}, p\textsubscript{PA}O\textsubscript{2}) and pH (pH\textsubscript{AO}, pH\textsubscript{PA}). This allowed for calculation of aorta and pulmonary artery O2 content (C\textsubscript{AO}O\textsubscript{2}, C\textsubscript{PA}O\textsubscript{2}), where C\textsubscript{AO}O\textsubscript{2} = (Hb\textsubscript{AO} · 1.34 · S\textsubscript{AO}O\textsubscript{2}) + (0.0031 · p\textsubscript{AO}O\textsubscript{2}), and C\textsubscript{PA}O\textsubscript{2} = (Hb\textsubscript{PA} · 1.34 · S\textsubscript{PA}O\textsubscript{2}) + (0.0031 · p\textsubscript{PA}O\textsubscript{2}), O2 extraction = C\textsubscript{AO}O\textsubscript{2} − C\textsubscript{PA}O\textsubscript{2}, and O2 consumption = CO · (C\textsubscript{AO}O\textsubscript{2} − C\textsubscript{PA}O\textsubscript{2}). In the formulas; SO\textsubscript{2} is expressed as a fraction of 1.0, Hb as g/dl, pO\textsubscript{2} as mmHg, and the correction factors 1.34 as ml/g and 0.0031 as ml/dl/mmHg.

**Induction of Hypoxia and Initiation of Treatments**

During the establishment of our in vivo hypoxia pig model we noticed that the pigs could develop a circulatory collapse with falling blood pressure, a high pulse, and occasionally ventricular arrhythmias leading to death, if hypoxia was induced too rapidly. We therefore induced hypoxia gradually by lowering the F\textsubscript{i}O\textsubscript{2} first to approximately 0.15 and then to approximately 0.10, which was our target F\textsubscript{i}O\textsubscript{2}. We also administered fluids, i.e. isotonic sodium chloride or Ringer solution, during the induction of hypoxia. Initially, fluids were administered in relation to the needs of each pig to remain stable circulatory conditions, but we subsequently standardized the administration of fluids to 1000 ml per pig. The respiratory frequency and the tidal volumes were kept constant. Baseline hypoxia measurements were made after 15 min at a F\textsubscript{i}O\textsubscript{2} of approximately 0.10. Thereafter hypoxia was maintained at a F\textsubscript{i}O\textsubscript{2} of approximately 0.10 during control experiments (Paper IV-V) or administration of the pharmacological compounds (Paper II-V) or placebo (Paper III). In Paper II, intravenous tezosentan was also administered during normoxia prior to the induction of hypoxia.

**Drugs**

In Paper II, the dual ET\textsubscript{A} and ET\textsubscript{B} receptor antagonist tezosentan (Actelion, Allschwill, Switzerland) was administered as a manual bolus injection of 5 mg/kg in the right atrium.

In Paper III, levosimendan (Simdax; Orion Pharma, Espoo, Finland) at a concentration of 2.5 mg/ml was administered in the right atrium by an infusion pump (Model 11 Plus; Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA, USA). Levosimendan was administered at a dose of 6 mg/kg for 10 minutes, and thereafter 0.1 mg/kg/min for 10 minutes, followed by 0.2 mg/kg/min throughout the experiment. The placebo solution was administered at the same infusion rate.
In Paper IV, the COX-2 inhibitor nimesulide (Tocris Bioscience, Bristol, UK) was administered at a dose of 3-10 mg/kg body weight in pilot experiments with no trend for a different response. A dose of 10 mg/kg was chosen for the rest of the experiments. The TXA2 receptor antagonist daltroban was given at total doses of 5-10 mg/kg estimated lung weight (approximated to 1 kg) in pilot experiments and found to give a similar response. A dose of 5 mg/kg estimated lung weight was chosen for the following experiments. Infusions were made in the right atrium by an infusion pump (Model 11 Plus; Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA, USA).

In Paper V, the P2Y1 receptor antagonist MRS2500 (Tocris Bioscience, Bristol, UK) was administered as a loading dose of 1 mg during 2 min, followed by a continuous infusion over 8 min. The total dose was 2.5 mg for five pigs and 5 mg for two pigs, with no trend for a different response. Physiological sodium chloride was administered at the same infusion rate as MRS2500 to evaluate if there was a shear stress induced effect on mean PAP by the infusion. The P2Y12 receptor antagonist cangrelor (The Medicines Company, Parsippany, NJ, USA) was administered first as a loading dose of 30 μg/kg/min for 10 min, and then as a maintenance infusion at a dose of 4 μg/kg/min throughout the experiment. ADP (A2754; Sigma-Aldrich Danmark A/S, Brøndby, Denmark) was administered at a dose of 70 μg/kg/min. Infusions were made in the right atrium by an infusion pump (Model 11 Plus; Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA, USA or B Braun Infusomate® Space; B Braun Medical A/S, Frederiksberg, Denmark).

**Ethics**

The studies were ethically approved by Dyreforsøgstilsynet (2009/561-1621) in Copenhagen, Denmark, and performed according to the guidelines of the Department of Experimental Medicine and Surgery at the Panum Institute, Copenhagen, Denmark.

**Statistics**

Parametric or non-parametric statistics were used depending on the distribution of data. For repeated measurements; paired t-test, Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test, One Way Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) or Friedman Repeated Measures ANOVA on Ranks were used. For group comparisons; t test, Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test, one-way ANOVA or ANOVA on Ranks were used. Post hoc analyses were performed using Tukey’s HSD test or Student-Newman-Keuls’ Method. The significance level was set at p < 0.05. Data are presented as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM). Statistical analyses were performed in SigmaPlot 11 (Systat Software Inc., San José, CA, USA).
Paper VI

Study Population

20 patients with PAH (9 iPAH, 11 SSc-PAH) were included in the study together with ten SSc patients who did not develop PAH during a median follow-up period of 12 (interquartile range 10-13) years. Blood samples from eight controls without PAH or SSc had previously been gathered (71).

Plasma Samples and Enzyme-linked Immunosorbent Assay

For PAH patients, plasma samples were retrieved at PAH diagnosis and at follow-up after a median of 4 (interquartile range 3-9.8) months after initiation of PH-targeted treatments. For ten SSc-PAH patients, additional plasma samples were retrieved a median of 2 (interquartile range 0.8-3) years before the diagnosis of PAH was set. For SSc patients who did not develop PAH, plasma samples were collected at two time-points separated by a median of 12 (interquartile range 10-13) years.

Plasma was collected after centrifugation of venous blood sampled from the pulmonary artery or a peripheral vein. Plasma samples were stored in the Lund Cardio Pulmonary Register (LCPR) at the Section for Heart Failure and Valvular Disease or in the Systemic Sclerosis Biobank at the Section for Rheumatology, Skåne University Hospital, Lund, Sweden, at -80°C until the analyses were performed.

Placenta growth factor (PlGF), angiopoietin-1 receptor, vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)-A, VEGF-D, soluble VEGF receptor 1 (sVEGFR-1), IL-6, IL-8 and tumour necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) were analysed in venous plasma using multiplex sandwich immunoassays manufactured by Meso Scale Discovery (Rockville, MD, USA). Each substance was measured in duplicates and the mean was calculated. Samples with a coefficient variation > 20 were excluded.

Gathering of Data

Complementary data, including age, sex, haemodynamic variables, 6MWD, NT-proBNP, PH-targeted treatments and survival status, was gathered from medical journals.
Ethics

The study was ethically approved by the local ethics board in Lund (Dnr. 2011/777, Dnr. 2011/368, Dnr. 2010/114, Dnr. 2008/590). Informed consent was retrieved from the study participants.

Statistics

Non-parametric statistics were used. For group comparisons, a Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test was performed. For paired comparisons, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test was performed. Spearman’s test was used for correlation analysis. To investigate associations with risk of death, a COX proportional hazards model was used. Continuous variables are expressed as median (interquartile range) and categorical variables are expressed as absolute values (per cent). A p value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. Statistical analyses were performed in SigmaPlot 11 (Systat Software Inc., San José, CA, USA).
Results and Comments

Paper I

Results

1, 2 and 3-year survival rates for patients with iPAH or hPAH were 89, 78 and 71 \%, respectively, and significantly better (p<0.004) than for patients with CTD-associated PAH among whom 1, 2 and 3-year survival rates were 84, 55 and 40 \%, respectively (Figures 4A and 4B).

For the entire study cohort, it was shown that the proportion of patients that started on first-line monotherapy and that still were alive on monotherapy were 58, 41 and 24 \%, respectively, after 1, 2 and 3 years (Figures 4C and 4D). 37.5 \% of patients who received first-line monotherapy were escalated to combination therapy already at the first follow-up assessment. Moreover, in a retrospective analysis, first-line combination therapy more greatly decreased (p<0.018) PVR than first-line monotherapy and only patients that had received first-line combination therapy had significantly improved (p<0.043) CI at the first follow-up assessment (Figure 5). There was no difference in survival between patients who had received first-line monotherapy or combination therapy.

At the baseline assessment, higher mean RAP (p<0.019), mean RAP/CI (p<0.022) and WHO functional class (p<0.001), as well as lower 6MWD (p<0.002) were associated with worse outcome. At the first follow-up assessment, higher PVR index (p<0.009) and lower 6MWD (p<0.005) were associated with worse outcome. Additionally, worse survival rates were found for patients in WHO functional class III/IV (p<0.003 vs. WHO functional class I/II) or with a 6MWD < 250 m (p<0.003 vs. 6MWD ≥ 250 m) at the baseline assessment and for patients with a 6MWD < 325 m (p<0.027 vs. 6MWD ≥ 325 m) at the first follow-up assessment.

Comments

At the time when the present study was performed, initial monotherapy was recommended for the treatment of PAH. Combination therapy was endorsed when the response to monotherapy was not satisfactory (17). We showed that over a 3-year follow-up period only 24 \% of patients survived on monotherapy and that 37.5 \% of patients were escalated to combination therapy already at the first haemodynamic follow-up assessment. The patients that were escalated to
combination therapy had a more compromised haemodynamic status at the first follow-up. This demonstrates that monotherapy is not sufficient for the majority of patients with PAH.

Figure 4. Survival and survival on first-line monotherapy in iPAH/hPAH and CTD-PAH patients at Skåne University Hospital 2000-2011. 1-, 2- and 3-year survival rates for (A) iPAH/hPAH and CTD-PAH combined, (B) iPAH/hPAH and CTD-PAH separately, as well as the proportion of patients that started on monotherapy and were alive on monotherapy after 1, 2 and 3 years for (C) iPAH and CTD-PAH combined and (D) iPAH/hPAH and CTD-PAH separately. Survival rates were significantly worse (p=0.003) for patients with CTD-PAH.
Initial combination therapy presented as a theoretically appealing alternative, but there was at the time only two small studies that had investigated effects of initial combination therapy. In the BREATHE-2 trial, which included 33 patients with PAH, there was a non-significant trend for the combination of i.v. epoprostenol and bosentan to result in greater haemodynamic improvements than i.v. epoprostenol alone (72). Additionally, in a retrospective analysis of 23 patients that received first-line i.v. epoprostenol and bosentan, a greater improvement in PVR was demonstrated, as compared to a matched historic cohort that received only i.v. epoprostenol (73). Likewise, we found that the improvement in PVR index to a first treatment follow-up was greater for patients who received first-line combination therapy. We additionally found that CI had only improved significantly at the first treatment follow-up for those who received combination therapy. In contrast to the previous studies, our patient cohort was mostly treated with per oral PH-targeted drugs and some patients were treated with a triple combination of PH-targeted drugs. The analysis of treatment response, however, holds limitations. It was a retrospective analysis with unmatched, small cohorts and the follow-up data may be biased due to loss of more severely ill patients. Nonetheless, the results indicated, in a time when first-line combination therapy was not yet recommended and sparsely used, that first-line combination therapy may more rapidly and potently than first-line monotherapy improve the haemodynamic status of patients with PAH.

Since our study was published, the AMBITION study, comparing first-line combination therapy with ambrisentan and tadalafil to first-line monotherapy with either ambrisentan or tadalafil, found that the time to a first event of clinical failure (defined as a composite of death, hospitalization for worsening of PAH, disease progression or unsatisfactory long-term clinical response) was delayed with first-line combination therapy (18). Consequently, first-line combination therapy is now an option in the present guidelines from the European Society of Cardiology and European Respiratory Society (1).

With respect to prognostication, we identified a higher absolute PVR index and a lower absolute 6MWD at treatment follow-up to be associated with worse outcome. A 6MWD below 325 m at treatment follow-up was furthermore found to discriminate patients with worse survival rates. These findings suggest that PVR index and 6MWD could potentially be used as treatment targets in PAH. Only few studies have previously assessed prognostic markers at treatment follow-up, especially with respect to haemodynamic variables, and the present treatment goals are mainly based on expert opinion (1, 19). Higher absolute PVR at follow-up had previously been shown to be associated with worse outcome in a study comprising patients on i.v. epoprostenol treatment (74) and a lesser magnitude of the change in total pulmonary resistance from baseline to follow-up was associated with worse outcome in two studies comprising patients on i.v. epoprostenol or bosentan, respectively (75, 76). In contrast, our study population was not selected with
reference to a certain treatment, but identified prognostic markers in a real-life population of PAH patients. It is noted that measures of PVR recur as a prognostic marker at treatment follow-up, but is not yet included in the risk assessment tool in the current guidelines (1).

Figure 5. Mean percentage changes in (A) mean PAP, (B) PVR index and (C) CI with initial monotherapy or combination therapy in patients with iPAH or CTD-PAH.

Both initial monotherapy and combination therapy significantly (p<0.05) decreased (A) mean PAP and (B) PVR index. The decrease in (B) PVR index was greater with initial combination therapy. Only initial monotherapy (p<0.05) significantly increased CI. A * indicates statistical significance, as compared to baseline; and a † indicates statistical significance, as compared to initial monotherapy.
The 6MWD is a strong predictor of mortality at baseline (77-79). In the present study it was demonstrated that a lower 6MWD at treatment follow-up was also associated with worse outcome and a 6MWD < 325 m at treatment follow-up discriminated patients with better or worse survival rates. Previous studies by Sitbon et al. (75) and Provencher et al. (76) also identified the 6MWD at treatment follow-up as a prognostic marker in populations of PAH patients treated with i.v. epoprostenol or bosentan, respectively. In specific, Sitbon et al. (75) showed that a 6MWD of < 380 m and Provencher et al. (76) that a 6MWD of < 378 m at treatment follow-up were associated with worse survival rates.

It is important to note that the results of the few previous studies (20, 74-76), including our own, which have assessed prognostic markers at treatment follow-up are quite diverse even though common parameters were included in the analyses. This underlines that a broad perspective, including a combination of prognostic markers, is still necessary when evaluating patients with PAH.

Surprisingly, CI was not associated with outcome in our study. To reduce interference by HR, we have now analysed the association of SV index with outcome and found that a lower SV index at diagnosis as well as at treatment follow-up were associated with worse outcome (Table 4). We furthermore found that a higher mean RAP/CI quote, which increases with right ventricular backward and/or forward failure, was associated with worse outcome at baseline, but unfortunately not a stronger prognostic marker than mean RAP alone. In analogy with the previous analysis of SV index, we have now analysed the association of mean RAP/SV index with outcome. We then found that a higher mean RAP/SV index at diagnosis as well as at treatment follow-up were associated with worse outcome (Table 4) and that mean RAP/SV index, in contrast to mean RAP/CI, appeared to be a stronger prognostic marker than mean RAP alone. In summary, these additional results indicate that SV index may be a better variable for prognostication than CI, since there is no interference by HR, and that mean RAP/SV index may be a new prognostic marker with additive information, as it takes into account the presence of both forward and backward failure.

### Table 4. Age-Adjusted HR/SD for Death or Transplantation for SV Index and Mean RAP/SV Index at Baseline and Treatment Follow-Up in Patients with iPAH or SSc-PAH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>First RHC Follow-Up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>HR/SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV index</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean RAP/SV index</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our results are, in conformance with previous studies on prognostic markers at treatment follow-up (20, 74-76), however, limited by the small number of patients.
included. For instance, the number of events in our study restricted us from performing a complete multivariate analysis. We are currently performing a register-based larger, national study in which we explore prognostication at follow-up and potential therapeutic targets in PAH.

Papers II-V

Figure 6. Effects of Acute Normobaric Hypoxia on Pulmonary Haemodynamics During Acute Hypoxia. Acute hypoxia increased (p<0.05) (A) mean PAP, (B) PVR, (C) CO and (D) PAWP. A * indicates statistical significance, as compared to FiO₂ 0.21; and a † indicates statistical significance, as compared to FiO₂ 0.15.
Papers II, IV and V aimed at investigating modulatory mechanisms in HPV. Papers II and III additionally aimed at investigating the effects of two drugs that could potentially be of use as complementary treatments for acute hypoxia-induced PH.

Effects of acute hypoxia

In a pooled analysis of all pigs (n=52) from Papers II-V that were exposed to acute hypoxia without a prior pharmacological intervention, acute hypoxia gradually increased (p<0.05) mean PAP by maximally 14.8±0.5 mmHg, PVR by maximally 2.6±0.2 WU and CO by maximally 0.8±0.1 l/min at FiO2 0.10 (Figure 6). PAWP (Figure 6), mean RAP and HR increased (p<0.05) at FiO2 0.10, as compared to normoxia, by 1.5±0.2 mmHg, 2.2±0.2 mmHg and 17.7±3.3 beats/min, respectively. Acute hypoxia gradually decreased (p<0.001) SVR by maximally 6.2±0.7 WU at FiO2 0.10. Mean aortic blood pressure and SV were not significantly altered by the induction of acute hypoxia. During prolonged hypoxia at FiO2 0.10 for 120 min in the control experiments (n=6) there were no significant alterations in any of the measured haemodynamic variables.

Paper II

Results
The dual ET_A and ET_B receptor antagonist tezosentan, administered intravenously during acute hypoxia, was demonstrated to rapidly, within 15 min, decrease (p<0.05) mean PAP and PVR and the response stabilized within 30-60 min when tezosentan had decreased mean PAP by 7.5±0.8 mmHg and fully normalized PVR (Figure 7).

Furthermore, intravenous tezosentan administered prior to the induction of acute hypoxia was found to reduce (p<0.002) the initial hypoxia-induced increase in right ventricular afterload by attenuating the elevation in mean PAP and fully preventing an increase in PVR above the normoxic level. Moreover, tezosentan decreased mean PAP and PVR by 4.6±0.9 mmHg and 1.9±0.4 WU, respectively, also during normoxia (Figure 8). The systemic circulatory effects of tezosentan are shown in the published article.
Figure 7. Effects of the dual ETA and ETB receptor antagonist Tezosentan on Pulmonary Haemodynamics During Acute Hypoxia.

Hypoxia increased (A) mean PAP (p<0.001) and (B) PVR (p<0.05). Tezosentan, administered during acute hypoxia, decreased (A) mean PAP (p<0.05) to stabilize within 30-60 min and decreased (B) PVR (p<0.05) to fully normalize as in normoxia. (C) CO and (D) PAWP were not altered by tezosentan administered during hypoxia. A * indicates statistical significance, as compared to FiO₂ 0.21; a † indicates statistical significance, as compared to FiO₂ 0.15; a ‡ indicates statistical significance, as compared to hypoxia baseline at FiO₂ 0.10; and a # indicates statistical significance, as compared to FiO₂ 0.21 after stabilization with tezosentan during acute hypoxia.
Figure 8. Effects of the dual ET\textsubscript{A} and ET\textsubscript{B} receptor antagonist Tezosentan on Pulmonary Haemodynamics when Administered Before Acute Hypoxia.

Tezosentan decreased mean PAP (p<0.02) and PVR (p<0.001) when administered during normoxia. Subsequent induction of acute hypoxia increased mean PAP (p<0.001) to a level higher (p<0.04) than the baseline at F\textsubscript{O\textsubscript{2}} 0.21 and increased PVR (p<0.05) to a level not different from the baseline at F\textsubscript{O\textsubscript{2}} 0.21. After tezosentan administration during normoxia, CO furthermore increased (p<0.02) and PAWP transiently increased (p<0.05). After induction of acute hypoxia, CO (p<0.05) and PAWP (p<0.03) further increased. A * indicates statistical significance, as compared to the baseline at F\textsubscript{O\textsubscript{2}} 0.21; a † indicates statistical significance, as compared to F\textsubscript{O\textsubscript{2}} 0.15; and a ‡ indicates statistical significance, as compared to the measurement at 60 min during normoxia with tezosentan treatment.
Comments

There are three different ETs, whereof ET-1 is of greatest importance in the cardiovascular system (80, 81). ET-1 is a potent vasoconstrictor (80), which is produced by cleavage of preproendothelin-1 to proendothelin-1, which is further processed to ET-1 by endothelin converting enzymes, primarily in endothelial cells (82). ET-1 production and release is stimulated by a variety of factors, including hypoxia (83-88). ET-1 is released mainly abuminally (89), where it simulates vasoconstriction by binding to ETA and ETB receptors on vascular smooth muscle cells (90). Stimulation of ETB receptors on endothelial cells, on the other hand, induces vasodilatation by NO and prostacyclin (91, 92). ETB receptors also mediate lung clearance of ET-1 (93).

The contribution of ET-1 in the modulation of the acute phase of the HPV response appears to vary between species, as ET receptor antagonists reduced the acute phase of HPV in rats (94-96) and pigs (97, 98), but not in dogs (99) or humans (100). Whether ET-1 contributes to potentiate the acute phase of the HPV response or not may also vary with age (101, 102). With prolonged hypoxia for 60-180 min, however, ET-1 has invariably potentiated the sustained HPV response in rats (94, 96), piglets (103, 104), pigs (105), lambs (84) and humans (57, 58, 106, 107). In humans, ET-1 was additionally found to amplify the sustained HPV response for up to several weeks (58) and to limit hypoxic exercise capacity by increasing right ventricular afterload (57, 58). Our findings underline that ET-1 is indeed a strong potentiating modulator of the sustained HPV response in pigs.

With reference to the roles of the ETA and the ETB receptor, respectively, ETB receptors do not appear as important for the modulation of the immediate pulmonary vasoconstrictor response during the acute phase of HPV, as selective ETB receptor antagonism was without effect on this response in both rats (95, 96) and pigs (97). Additionally, the effect of selective ETA and dual ETA and ETB receptor antagonism on the sustained HPV response in humans were comparable (57, 58), indicating that ETB receptors did not play a major role. In rats, however, ETB receptor activation partly mediated a transient pulmonary vasodilatory phase, which followed the immediate pulmonary vasoconstrictor response to hypoxia (96). Our findings in pigs underline that vasoconstrictor ET receptors are far more important in the modulation of the sustained HPV response than are vasodilator ETB receptors.

From a therapeutic perspective, both single ETA and dual ETA and ETB receptor blockade have been demonstrated to alleviate right ventricular afterload when administered during established acute hypoxic PH (84, 96, 97, 102-105, 108, 109). These studies were, however, mostly performed either in a small rodent model (96), in neonates (84, 102, 103), with an inhaled ET receptor blocker (104), with subacute or oral administration of the ET receptor blocker (109) or in dogs (108), a species with a particularly weak HPV response (35, 38, 39). Franco-Cereceda & Holm (97), however, investigated the effects of intravenous administration of two single ETA receptor antagonists and the dual ETA and ETB receptor antagonist bosentan on
established acute hypoxic PH in the adult pig. All three drugs were shown to alleviate right ventricular afterload during acute hypoxic PH. However, the effects of the endothelin receptor antagonists were only investigated during the first 15 min of hypoxic exposure.

In contrast to bosentan, tezosentan is a water-soluble dual ET<sub>A</sub> and ET<sub>B</sub> receptor antagonist with short half-life, which should allow for a rapid plateau-effect, and it was developed specifically for intravenous use (110). Tezosentan is accordingly of specific interest with respect to the treatment of acute PH of various aetiologies. Geiger et al. found that tezosentan attenuated acute hypoxic PH in the adult pig (105), but the rapidity of the response and the time until the effect plateaued remained unclear. Furthermore, Geiger et al. (105) did not address the efficacy of tezosentan in preventing acute hypoxic PH. In the present study, we demonstrated that an intravenous bolus dose of tezosentan rapidly, within 15 min, reduces acute hypoxic PH. We additionally show that a stable level exhibiting a 62% lower mean PAP value and fully normalized PVR is reached after 30-60 min. The maximum reductions in mean PAP and PVR with tezosentan during acute hypoxic PH in our study were greater than those reported at 15 min after bosentan administration during acute hypoxic PH in vivo in the pig (97). Additionally, we show that tezosentan administered prior to acute hypoxic exposure prevents an increase in mean PAP above a level corresponding to borderline or mild PH in humans and totally prevents an increase in PVR above what is seen in normoxia. The rapid onset and thereafter stable, positive effect of a tezosentan bolus dose on pulmonary haemodynamics during acute hypoxic PH, as well as its ability to prevent a pronounced increase in right ventricular afterload in response to acute hypoxia, makes it a good candidate as a complementary treatment and for prevention of acute hypoxic PH, for instance in an intensive care setting.

Of note, intravenous tezosentan has also been demonstrated to acutely improve pulmonary haemodynamics in animal models of PH due to infusion of the TXA<sub>2</sub> analogue U-46619 (111), in utero placement of an aorto-pulmonary graft (111), meconium aspiration (112), endotoxemic shock (113), oleic acid-induced lung injury (114) and monocrotaline treatment (115). The TACTICS trial, however, did not demonstrate efficacy for tezosentan in reducing the proportion of patients with PH who developed right ventricular failure during weaning from cardiopulmonary bypass after cardiothoracic surgery (116). Importantly, this trial encompassed only patients with PH due to left heart disease and pulmonary vasodilatory drugs may in such a population lead to an increase in left ventricular preload and subsequently elevated filling pressure. Our findings, together with those of others, indicate that tezosentan may be a good alternative for the treatment of acute pre-capillary PH, or as a substitute for per oral endothelin receptor antagonists in chronic PH, not least due to the rapid and stable effects that were confirmed in our study.
Paper III

Results

Intravenous infusion of levosimendan for 90 min during acute hypoxia was found to within 10 min decrease (p<0.05) mean PAP and PVR by 2.8±1.0 mmHg and 0.9±0.2 WU, respectively, whereas mean PAP remained at a stable elevated level and PVR increased (p<0.05) by maximally 1.0±0.2 WU over the same 90 min time period of acute hypoxia in the placebo group (Figure 9). Moreover, in the placebo group, as compared to the hypoxia baseline measurement, CO decreased (p<0.02) within 10 min of acute hypoxic exposure and stabilized after 30 min at a level 0.5±0.11 l · min^{-1} lower than the hypoxia baseline (Figure 9). Likewise, in the placebo group, SV tended to successively decrease, as compared to the hypoxia baseline, but it only reached statistical significance at the 60-90 min measurements when it had maximally decreased (p<0.05) by 4.5±1.7 ml. On the contrary, with levosimendan treatment, CO was not affected by 90 min of acute hypoxia and SV tended to successively increase, as compared to the hypoxia baseline, before it reached statistical significance at the 60-90 min measurements, when it had increased (p<0.02) by 6.6±1.6 ml (Figure 9).

Comments

Levosimendan is a calcium sensitizer with positive inotropic actions, which may also induce systemic and pulmonary vasodilatation. The positive inotropic effect is mediated by binding of levosimendan to troponin C in cardiomyocytes, thereby increasing the affinity of troponin C for calcium. Myocardial contractility is thus enhanced without increasing intracellular calcium concentration and myocardial oxygen demand or interfering with diastolic relaxation (117). The vasodilatory effect of levosimendan is mediated by opening of adenosine triphosphate (ATP)-sensitive potassium channels in vascular smooth muscles, and possibly also by inhibition of phosphodiesterase 3 (118, 119). Levosimendan has a relatively short half-life of approximately one hour, however, its active metabolite OR-1896, has a longer half-life of approximately 80 hours and is probably responsible for the sustained haemodynamic effects, which are observed after levosimendan administration (120, 121).

No study had, to our knowledge, prior to our work assessed the effect of levosimendan in acute hypoxic PH. Our findings indicate that levosimendan may alleviate right ventricular afterload and prevent a cardio-depressive effect of hypoxia. Acute hypoxic PH indeed presents as a suitable setting for levosimendan treatment due to the drug’s dual effects of pulmonary vasodilatation and inotropy.
Figure 9. Effects of Levosimendan on Pulmonary Haemodynamics During Acute Hypoxia. Hypoxia increased (A) mean PAP (p<0.001) and (B) PVR. Levosimendan decreased (A) mean PAP (p<0.05) and (B) PVR (p<0.05) to stabilize within 10 min. With placebo infusion (B) PVR further increased (p<0.05) and (C) CO successively decreased (p<0.02) to stabilize within 30 min. With levosimendan, (C) CO was left unaltered. With placebo infusion PAWP transiently decreased.
Indeed, acute hypoxia is known to increase CO at rest due to an increase in HR, but as hypoxia withstands, CO and SV at rest decreases (122) and this is due both to a reduced preload because of a hypoxia-induced reduction in plasma volume and the increase in right ventricular afterload because of HPV (122). In the present study, CO and SV successively decreased during 90 min hypoxic exposure in the placebo protocol. A decrease in CO and SV was accordingly observed earlier in the placebo protocol of our pig model than is normally seen in healthy humans at rest and also as compared to the control protocols from Paper IV and V. The reductions of CO and SV could be due for instance to the increase in right ventricular afterload or myocardial ischemia. Acute PH in the pig may additionally affect left ventricular function by a reduction in flow over the pulmonary circulation and by right ventricular dilatation with subsequent compression of the left ventricle, both leading to reduced left ventricular preload, as well as by impaired left ventricular contractility due to disturbed ventricular geometry and a dyssynchronous contraction pattern (123). Even though the SV decrease was observed earlier in our pig model than is normally seen in humans, the present study demonstrates that a hypoxia-induced decrease in SV can be prevented by levosimendan that even increased SV during acute hypoxia. Our findings warrants for further assessment of the effects of levosimendan treatment in acute hypoxic PH, such as occurs for instance at high altitude, in acute exacerbations of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and when PAH is exaggerated by hypoxia.

With respect to PH of other aetiologies, levosimendan has been found to induce pulmonary vasodilatation when pulmonary vascular tone is elevated by a thromboxane A₂ analogue (119). Levosimendan has also been found to restore ventricular-arterial coupling, due to a dual effect on right ventricular contractility and right ventricular afterload, in experimental models of acute pressure overloaded right ventricular failure due to transient pulmonary arterial occlusion (124) or acute pulmonary embolism (125). In experimental models of sepsis, however, levosimendan has in different settings variably been shown to attenuate endotoxin-induced PH (126) or not (127, 128). In pilot studies incorporating patients with either chronic PH due to PAH or left heart disease (129) or acute respiratory distress syndrome associated with septic shock of extra-pulmonary origin (130), levosimendan also improved pulmonary haemodynamics.
Paper IV

Results

Intravenous administration of the selective COX-2 inhibitor nimesulide was demonstrated to decrease mean PAP (p<0.013) by 3.7±1.3 mmHg within 45 min and PVR (p<0.05) by 0.8±0.2 WU within 15 min to then remain steadily lowered for the remainder of the experiment (Figure 10). Furthermore, nimesulide decreased (p<0.05) SVR by 3.0±1.5 WU within 15 min to then stabilize at the lower level. At the same time, there was a non-significant trend for a decrease in mean aortic blood pressure.

The effect of the TXA₂ receptor antagonist daltroban, administered intravenously, was also investigated. Daltroban initially and transiently increased mean PAP (p<0.001), and mean RAP (p<0.001) by maximally 7.2±1.2 mmHg after 96±9 s and 2.7±0.4 mmHg after 85±9 s, respectively. Mean RAP returned to a level not different from the hypoxia baseline within 5 min and remained unaltered thereafter. Mean PAP also returned to the hypoxia baseline within 5 min, but mean PAP then further decreased to a level 4.2±1.6 mmHg lower (p<0.005) than the hypoxia baseline measurement (Figure 11).

In the control protocol, all haemodynamic variables remained at a stable level, as compared to the hypoxia baseline, over the corresponding time-period (Figures 9-10).

Comments

COX catalyses the first step in the conversion of free essential fatty acids to active prostaglandins, which are important regulators of vascular tone (131). There are two isoforms of COX. COX-1 is constitutively expressed and the dominant COX in healthy endothelial and vascular smooth muscle cells. COX-2 is also constitutively expressed, but may additionally be induced by a variety of stimuli, including hypoxia (131, 132). In specific, and with respect to the regulation of vascular tone, COXs catalyse the conversion of arachidonic acid to prostaglandin H₂, which is converted to TXA₂ by TXA₂ synthase or prostacyclin by prostacyclin synthase (131). By binding to their specific receptors on vascular smooth muscle cells TXA₂ and prostacyclin induce vasoconstriction and vasodilatation, respectively (133, 134).
Figure 10. Effects of the COX-2 inhibitor Nimesulide on Pulmonary Haemodynamics During Acute Hypoxia.
Hypoxia increased (A) mean PAP (p<0.001) and (B) PVR (p<0.05). Nimesulide decreased (A) mean PAP (p<0.013) within 45 min and (B) PVR (p<0.05) to stabilize within 15 min. (C) CO and (D) PAWP were unaltered by nimesulide. A * indicates statistical significance, as compared to FiO₂ 0.21; a † indicates statistical significance, as compared to FiO₂ 0.15; and a ‡ indicates statistical significance, as compared to hypoxia baseline at FiO₂ 0.10.
Figure 11. Effects of the TXA2 Receptor Antagonist Daltroban on Pulmonary Haemodynamics During Acute Hypoxia.

Hypoxia increased (A) mean PAP (p<0.001) and (B) PVR (p<0.05). Daltroban first transiently increased (A) mean PAP (p<0.001), but within 45 min mean PAP decreased to a level below the hypoxia baseline at FIO2 0.10. Daltroban did not alter (B) PVR, (C) CO or (D) PAWP. * indicates statistical significance, as compared to FIO2 0.21; † indicates statistical significance, as compared to FIO2 0.15; ‡ indicates statistical significance, as compared to hypoxia baseline at FIO2 0.10; †† indicates statistical significance, as compared to the peak; and # indicates statistical significance, as compared to the 5 min measurement.
The major COX-derived prostaglandin produced in the pulmonary circulation during acute hypoxia is prostacyclin (135). A role for prostacyclin in alleviating the hypoxic pulmonary vasopressor response is underlined by previous studies demonstrating that non-selective COX inhibition may in a variety of species potentiate both the acute and sustained phases of the HPV response in vivo (25, 44, 45, 48, 49, 136-139). Non-selective COX inhibition did, however, not always result in an amplified HPV response (44, 45, 140-143) and there is evidence that differences with respect to prostacyclin-induced pulmonary vasodilatation during acute hypoxia may explain intra-individual variations in the degree of HPV (25, 44, 45). Prior to our work, the contribution of COX-2-derived vasoactive agents to the modulation of HPV had, to our knowledge, not been assessed. A potential enhancing role for TXA2 in the modulation of HPV in vivo was additionally debated, as TXA2 inhibition had been demonstrated to inhibit the acute phase of the HPV response in lambs (144), whereas it had no effect on the acute phase of HPV in piglets or the sustained phase of HPV in sheep (140, 145).

In our pig model, selective inhibition of COX-2 by nimesulide attenuated the hypoxia-induced increases in mean PAP and PVR, which indicate that a COX-2-derived vasoconstrictor potentiates the hypoxic pulmonary vasopressor response. We hypothesized that this vasoconstrictor was TXA2 and administered the TXA2 receptor antagonist daltroban to investigate whether TXA2-induced pulmonary vasoconstriction contributed to the potentiation of HPV. To our surprise, the administration of daltroban induced rapid, but transient pulmonary vasoconstriction, as was illustrated by an increase in mean PAP when daltroban was given. The mean PAP increase was, however, rapidly restored and mean PAP then decreased to a level approximately 11 % below the hypoxia baseline assessed before daltroban administration. These findings are indicative of TXA2 as a potentiating modulator of HPV, but also suggests that daltroban has intrinsic activity at the TXA2 receptor.

Concomitant with our publication, Su et al. (146) reported that the selective COX-2 inhibitor celecoxib reduced the acute phase of HPV and TXA2 production in situ in the rat. This argues that our findings may be relevant also for other species. Further, reports of increased TXA2 production during acute hypoxia in vivo support our results (144, 147, 148). Our findings primarily indicate that COX-2 and TXA2 contribute to modulate the sustained phase of the HPV response in pigs, but further investigations using a TXA2 receptor antagonist devoid of intrinsic activity are needed to definitely clarify the modulation of HPV by TXA2.

Daltroban has previously been demonstrated to fully inhibit the pulmonary vasoconstriction to a TXA2 analogue in vitro in humans (149) and in vivo in the cat (150) without any intrinsic activity being reported. Further literature review, however, revealed that Bertolino et al. (151) had described partial agonistic properties of daltroban at the TXA2 receptor in the rat pulmonary circulation, which could explain the initial, transient increase in mean PAP upon daltroban administration observed in our study. Importantly, after initial, transient intrinsic
activity, daltroban did also in the study by Bertolino et al. (151) effectively inhibit pulmonary vasoconstriction induced by a TXA₂ analogue.

**Paper V**

**Results**
The P₂Y₁ receptor antagonist MRS2500, administered intravenously, was demonstrated to within 15 min lower (p<0.013) mean PAP by 4.3±1.2 mmHg, whereas PVR only showed a non-significant tendency to decrease with the treatment (Figure 12). Infusion of sodium chloride at the same infusion rate as MRS2500 did not affect mean PAP.

Intravenous administration of the P₂Y₁₂ receptor antagonist cangrelor furthermore decreased mean PAP by 3.3±0.4 mmHg (p<0.036) and 3.6±0.6 mmHg (p<0.018) within 10 and 30 min, respectively. The effect was, however, transient and mean PAP had returned to a level not different from the hypoxia baseline within 60 min. Cangrelor did not significantly affect PVR (Figure 13).

In the control protocol, all haemodynamic variables remained at a stable level, as compared to the hypoxia baseline, over the corresponding time-periods (Figures 11-12).

**Comments**
Erythrocytes have been demonstrated to aggravate HPV and this has primarily been suggested to be due to the inactivation of NO by haemoglobin (32). However, erythrocytes are also recognized to release ATP in response to physiological stimuli, including a low oxygen environment, and to thereby contribute to the modulation of vascular tone (152). Extracellular adenine nucleotides affect vascular tone by activation of P₁ and P₂ receptors in the vessel wall. In skeletal muscle, for instance, the release of ATP from erythrocytes in response to a low oxygen content is thought to induce vasodilatation to secure tissue oxygen delivery (153). In the normoxic pulmonary circulation, ATP released from mechanically deformed erythrocytes have additionally been suggested to contribute to the low pulmonary vasomotor tone by stimulating NO production (154). Of importance, extracellular ATP is rapidly degraded by ectonucleotidases to ADP, adenosine monophosphate and finally adenosine (155), which may in a sequential manner contribute to the regulation of vascular tone (156, 157).
Figure 12. Effects of the P2Y1 Receptor Antagonist MRS2500 on Pulmonary Haemodynamics During Acute Hypoxia.

Hypoxia increased (A) mean PAP (p<0.001) and (B) PVR (p<0.05). MRS2500 decreased (A) mean PAP (p<0.013) and there was a non-significant decrease in (B) PVR after MRS2500 treatment. MRS2500 did not alter (C) CO or (D) PAWP. A * indicates statistical significance, as compared to FiO2 0.21; a † indicates statistical significance, as compared to FiO2 0.15; and a ‡ indicates statistical significance, as compared to hypoxia baseline at FiO2 0.10.
Figure 13. Effects of the P2Y₁₂ Receptor Antagonist Cangrelor on Pulmonary Haemodynamics During Acute Hypoxia.

Hypoxia increased (A) mean PAP (p<0.05) and (B) PVR (p<0.05). Cangrelor transiently decreased (A) mean PAP (p<0.036). Cangrelor did not alter (B) PVR, (C) CO or (D) PAWP. A * indicates statistical significance, as compared to F₂O₂ 0.21; a † indicates statistical significance, as compared to F₂O₂ 0.15; a ‡ indicates statistical significance, as compared to hypoxia baseline at F₂O₂ 0.10; and a ¤ indicates statistical significance, as compared to the 10 and 30 min measurements.
We wanted to test the hypothesis if ADP, through activation of its receptors $\text{P2Y}_1$ and $\text{P2Y}_{12}$, potentiated the hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstrictor response, as contractile $\text{P2Y}_1$ and $\text{P2Y}_{12}$ receptors were recently revealed in intrapulmonary arteries of rats (157) and infusion of ADP in vivo increases PAP and PVR (158, 159). Of note, ADP can in vivo also induce vasoconstriction by activation of platelets with subsequent release of vasoconstrictor substances, such as TXA$_2$ (160), and whether the increase in right ventricular afterload following ADP-infusion is primarily due to pulmonary vasoconstriction or thrombus formation has been debated (158, 159).

Only four studies had prior to our work addressed the contribution of adenine nucleotides to the modulation of HPV. It was demonstrated that P2X receptor desensitization by $\alpha,\beta$-meATP did not affect the hypoxic pulmonary vasopressor response in the isolated perfused rat pulmonary circulation (161), but that non-selective P2 receptor antagonism with suramin partially inhibited HPV in the isolated perfused rabbit pulmonary circulation (162). In the lamb, non-specific adenosine receptor blockade with aminophylline had no effect on the hypoxic pulmonary vasopressor response in vivo (163), whereas the PAP increase to acute hypoxia was fully inhibited by the non-selective adenosine receptor antagonist 8-phenyltheophylline in vivo in the rat (164).

We found that $\text{P2Y}_1$ receptor antagonism with MRS2500 during hypoxia decreased mean PAP by approximately 10 % within 15 min. $\text{P2Y}_{12}$ receptor antagonism with cangrelor during hypoxia also decreased mean PAP after 10-30 min, although the response was transient. The hypothesis that ADP potentiates HPV via P2Y$_1$ and P2Y$_{12}$ receptor activation was, however, not definitely proven as PVR was not significantly decreased by the treatments. However, there was a non-significant trend for PVR to decrease with MRS2500 treatment and CO as well as PAWP were not significantly altered by the treatments. It is thus possible that ADP is a non-mandatory modulator of HPV where the effect of the $\text{P2Y}_1$ and $\text{P2Y}_{12}$ receptor antagonists are concealed by redundant mechanisms.

The doses of MRS2500 and cangrelor that were given in our study were sufficient to inhibit increases in mean PAP and PVR to an intravenous dose of ADP that increased mean PAP to the same magnitude as acute hypoxia at F$_{O_2}$ 0.10. This indicates sufficient dosing of the P2Y receptor antagonists in our study. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that the increases in mean PAP and PVR to the infusion of ADP were most likely due to pulmonary vasoconstriction, as both the increase in right ventricular afterload and the decrease in arterial oxygenation that followed infusion of ADP were immediately reversible. Whether this ADP-induced pulmonary vasoconstrictor response is primarily due to activation of contractile $\text{P2Y}_1$ and $\text{P2Y}_{12}$ receptors in the vascular wall, by indirect vasoconstriction due to release of vasoconstrictor substances following platelet activation or a combination of these mechanisms was not demonstrated and neither the aim of the present study.
General Comments

The present studies were performed in an invasive *in vivo* pig model of HPV. This allowed for hypotheses testing in an intact physiological system and increase the probability that the results are of relevance and applicable to a real world setting. Nonetheless, such a model is complex and demands for a broad perspective and caution when interpreting the results and putting them into a mechanistic perspective. For instance, when pharmacologically antagonizing or stimulating a biological system *in vivo* one has to take into account the possibility of redundancy by other systems. Such redundancy may fully or partially conceal the effects of an intervention. Moreover, effects unrelated to the mechanism studied, but which may affect the end-point of interest has to be considered. With respect to the study of HPV in an intact animal model, PVR is the primary end-point of choice (29), but alterations in PVR does not necessarily reflect changes in vascular diameter, as isolated variations in CO may also affect PVR. In addition, alterations in left atrial pressure, as reflected by changes in PAWP, could also change PVR. Accordingly, a full reading of the pulmonary haemodynamic system, incorporating PVR, mean PAP, PAWP and CO, has to be made when interpreting the effects of an intervention with potential effect on HPV *in vivo*. Additionally, other factors, which may affect the HPV response, such as FIO₂, pulmonary arterial O₂ saturations and pH has to be regularly monitored and taken into account, as was done in our studies.

Our studies were performed in an *in vivo* model using pigs as the laboratory animal. Importantly, the degree of HPV is greatly variable between different individuals and species. Pigs have a high magnitude of the hypoxic pulmonary vasopressor response (38, 39), probably making them suitable to the study of potentiating modulators of HPV. Moreover, the HPV response in anaesthetized pigs has been proven stable over a time-period of at least three hours (165). The stability of the HPV response in intact pigs was verified over a time-period of two hours in our control experiments and support the notion that alterations in pulmonary haemodynamics after the pharmacological interventions were indeed due to the treatments. As illustrated by our different protocols, there are, however, inter-individual variations with respect to the degree of the HPV response of pigs, making it hard to directly compare small groups of animals. Furthermore, invasive measurements of haemodynamics are feasible in pigs and the pig and human show high resemblance with regards to their haemodynamic parameters (166).

The current findings emphasise that the modulation of HPV *in vivo* is complex and dependent on a numerous modulatory pathways, which act together to decide the final response. We demonstrate that ET-1 is an important, mandatory modulator of the sustained HPV response *in vivo* in pigs and that COX-2-derived TXA₂ adds to amplify the response. Additionally, ADP could be a non-obligatory potentiating modulator of the porcine HPV response *in vivo*. From a therapeutic perspective, our
findings indicate that intravenous tezosentan as well as levosimendan could be potentially useful as complementary treatments for acute hypoxia-induced PH.

Paper VI

Results

Within the group of SSc patients who did not develop PAH, there were no significant alterations in the levels of angiogenic or inflammatory biomarkers during the follow-up period of 12 (10-13) years (Figure 14). Plasma PlGF (p<0.001), sVEGFR-1 (p=0.045) and TNF-α (p=0.004) were higher in SSc patients about to develop PAH within 2 (0.8-3) years, as compared to SSc patients who did not develop PAH during a follow-up of 12 (10-13) years (Figure 14A, 14C and 14D). Plasma VEGF-D was higher (p=0.013) in SSc patients about to develop PAH, as compared to the first blood sampling from SSc patients who did not develop PAH, but did not significantly differ from these patients at their second blood sampling after approximately 12 years (Figure 14B). Within the group of SSc patients who developed PAH, plasma VEGF-D increased (p=0.039) from the blood sampling before the diagnosis of PAH to the blood sampling at PAH diagnosis 2 (0.8-3) years later (Figure 14B).

For the pooled group of iPAH and SSc-PAH patients, plasma PlGF (p<0.001), VEGF-A (p=0.009), sVEGFR-1 (p=0.001), IL-6 (p=0.001) and TNF-α (p<0.001) were higher, as compared to controls without PAH and SSc. Plasma sVEGFR-1 decreased (p=0.008) by 19 (1-42) pg/ml after initiation of PH-targeted treatments within the pooled group of iPAH and SSc-PAH patients (Figure 15).

Plasma PlGF inversely correlated (Spearman’s correlation coefficient (rₛ) -0.571, p=0.039) with 6MWD at treatment follow-up (Figure 16A). Plasma VEGF-D positively correlated with mean RAP (rₛ 0.601, p=0.014) and NT-pro-BNP (rₛ 0.769, p=0.001) at the treatment follow-up (Figure 16B and 16C). Plasma IL-6 inversely correlated (rₛ -0.718, p=0.005) with 6MWD and positively correlated with mean RAP (rₛ 0.542, p=0.030) and NT-pro-BNP (rₛ 0.768, p=0.001) at the treatment follow-up (Figure 16D, 16E and 16F). Plasma TNF-α inversely correlated (rₛ -0.622, p=0.029) with 6MWD at the treatment follow-up (Figure 16G).

Higher plasma PlGF (p=0.017) and TNF-α (p=0.036) at treatment follow-up were associated with increased mortality risk, exhibiting hazard ratios (95 % confidence intervals) of 1.081 (1.014-1.152) and 1.216 (1.013-1.459), respectively, in univariate COX proportional hazards models.
Figure 14. Potential Circulating Biomarkers for Screening of PAH Among Patients with SSc.
Plasma PlGF (p<0.001), VEGF-D (p=0.013), sVEGFR-1 (p=0.046) and TNF-α (p=0.004) were higher in SSc patients who would be diagnosed with PAH within 2 (0.8-3) years, as compared to SSc patients who during a 12 (10-13) year follow-up did not develop PAH.
Comments

The most important findings of the present study were that plasma levels of PlGF, sVEGFR-1 and TNF-α were higher in SSc patients who would eventually develop PAH, as compared to those who did not during a follow-up of over a decade. We also showed that plasma VEGF-D increased as SSc patients developed PAH. The findings suggest that these circulating angiogenic and inflammatory biomarkers could be used in the screening for PAH among SSc patients. The importance of screening programs for SSc-PAH are underlined by the often late diagnosis (3, 5, 167) and poor survival rates even compared to other forms of PAH (64, 167). Indeed, screening for SSc-PAH is currently recommended by means of echocardiography, pulmonary function testing with measurements of diffusion capacity for carbon monoxide as well as plasma NT-proBNP levels (65). A SSc-PAH screening program has additionally been demonstrated to improve survival (168). Circulating biomarkers, as those described in the present study, could contribute to simplify and to increase the sensitivity as well as specificity of PAH screening programs for patients with SSc.

During our work with the present study, another study was published, which had investigated the potential of plasma angiogenic and inflammatory biomarkers for SSc-PAH screening. In that study, plasma IL-12 and sVEGFR-1 were identified as potential circulating biomarkers for SSc-PAH screening (66). Our results complement these findings as also plasma PlGF and TNF-α were higher in SSc patients about to develop PAH, as compared to those who did not, in our study. There was in the previous study (66) similarly a trend for higher plasma PlGF levels among SSc patients who would develop PAH, supporting the validity of our findings. However, in contrast to us, they found no difference in plasma TNF-α levels for SSc patients who would or did not develop PAH. In this context, it should be noted that the follow-up time for the SSc patients who did not develop PAH in our study was approximately 10 years longer. We encourage the incorporation of these angiogenic and inflammatory biomarkers in future studies on SSc-PAH screening programs.

In the present study, we also examined plasma levels of circulating angiogenic and inflammatory biomarkers at PAH diagnosis in a cohort of patients with either SSc-PAH or iPAH. It was confirmed that levels of PlGF (169, 170), VEGF-A (67, 171, 172), sVEGFR-1 (169, 173), IL-6 (171, 174-176) and TNF-α (174, 177) are elevated in blood of PAH patients. Additionally, we found elevated plasma levels of VEGF-D at time of PAH diagnosis. These circulating biomarkers could add to the diagnostic algorithm for PH. Actually, Tiede et al. (169) recently showed that the combination of plasma PlGF and sVEGFR-1 could with acceptable accuracy be used to identify patients with PAH in a cohort referred for RHC.
Figure 15. Plasma sVEGFR-1 at PAH Diagnosis and Follow-up after Initiation of PAH-targeted Treatments. Plasma sVEGFR-1 decreased (p=0.008) from time of PAH diagnosis to treatment follow-up in a pooled group of iPAH and SSc-PAH patients.

As there are only few reports of alterations in plasma angiogenic or inflammatory biomarkers after initiation of PH-targeted treatments (67, 68), but a need for new biomarkers of treatment response in PAH, we analysed plasma samples that had been gathered at treatment follow-up. It was found that plasma sVEGFR-1 levels decreased after initiation of PH-targeted treatments. Malhotra et al. (173) showed previously in a larger, prevalent cohort of PAH patients that plasma sVEGFR-1 levels were lower among patients receiving prostanoid treatment and that higher plasma sVEGFR-1 levels were associated with higher New York Heart Association functional class and increased mortality risk. This was not verified in our longitudinal study of newly diagnosed PAH patients, but there was a non-significant trend (p=0.068) for higher plasma sVEGFR-1 at treatment follow-up to be associated with increased mortality risk.

Additionally, we found that plasma PlGF, IL-6 and TNF-α at the treatment follow-up inversely correlated with the 6MWD and that plasma VEGF-D and IL-6 at the treatment follow-up positively correlated with mean RAP and NT-proBNP level. These are all important clinical parameters of prognostic impact, which are included in the risk stratification score of the current PH guidelines (1). Our findings therefore indicate that these circulating angiogenic and inflammatory biomarkers could potentially be used to predict prognosis in patients with PAH. For PlGF and TNF-α, this was supported by the univariate COX proportional hazards model in which higher levels of these circulating biomarkers at treatment follow-up were shown to be associated with an increased mortality risk. Our discoveries are
important as the current treatment strategy for patients with PAH is based on risk stratification at regular follow-up assessments (1) and warrants for further investigations in larger populations.

Overall, it seems that circulating angiogenic and inflammatory biomarkers may conform to several characteristics of the optimal PAH biomarker, as defined by Pezzuto et al. (63) First, these biomarkers are observer independent and non-invasive. Second, analysis by commercially available ELISA kits are feasible, although the analyses are not already introduced clinically. Third, it is indicated that higher plasma PI GF, sVEGFR-1 and TNF-α may be a specific sign of future PAH development in patients with SSc. Cut-off values were, however, not determined. The ability of circulating PI GF and sVEGFR-1 to identify patients with PAH at time of diagnosis has previously been demonstrated (169). Investigations with respect to the specificity for PAH regarding the other circulating angiogenic and inflammatory biomarkers deranged at PAH diagnosis in the present study is currently undergoing in our laboratory. Fourth, our findings suggest that several of the identified biomarkers may reflect disease activity, as there were significant correlations with important clinical variables of prognostic impact and relationships with mortality risk. Fifth, it is theoretically plausible that these angiogenic and inflammatory substances are involved in the pathogenesis of PAH and therefore could be potential therapeutic targets.

As for many studies in cohorts of newly diagnosed PAH patients, the results of the present study are limited by the small number of patients, which may have affected statistical power and restricted us from performing multivariate analyses. Nevertheless, the present study is of specific interest not least due to its longitudinal design and the identification of potential screening biomarkers for SSc-PAH using blood samples collected before the diagnosis of PAH was set. Therefore, we urge for future large, collaborative, prospective studies to further investigate the present findings.
Figure 16. Correlations of Circulating Biomarkers with Clinical Parameters.
Plasma PlGF (p=0.039), IL-6 (p=0.005) and TNF-α (p=0.029) all negatively correlated with 6MWD. Plasma VEGF-D (p=0.014 and 0.001) and IL-6 (p=0.030 and 0.001) both positively correlated with mean RAP and NT-proBNP.
Future perspectives

Two decades have not yet passed since the first specific drug treatment for PAH was launched. Today there are five types of PH-targeted drugs with different pharmacodynamic profiles (1). The prognosis for patients with PAH is consequently better now, as compared to historic controls (178). Nevertheless, even with modern treatments and treatment strategies morbidity and mortality are high (178).

It is yet to be clarified in a randomized controlled trial if first-line triple therapy is superior to first-line dual therapy and what combinations of PH-targeted drugs should preferentially be used. A trial comparing first-line triple therapy to first-line double therapy is currently planned (ClinicalTrial.gov Identifier: NCT02558231). With respect to the development of new treatments, anti-remodelling properties are desired since the potential for vasodilatory treatments are limited as the disease progresses. Such a treatment could potentially cure PAH.

Treatment decisions regarding patients with PAH should according to current guidelines be steered by regular risk stratification based on anamnesis, clinical examination, functional capacity as well as imaging and RHC (1). This strategy is mainly supported by expert opinion (1) and only incompletely verified scientifically (20). There is a need for future studies to evaluate how to best assess prognosis at follow-up and to identify valid treatment goals. We are currently performing a nation-wide register study using the SPAHR to investigate this.

In order to earlier diagnose patients, and to thereby enable treatment start before vascular lesions are advanced, the awareness of the disease has to be further raised and new diagnostic approaches needs to be evolved. Such approaches may involve imaging or circulating biomarkers. With respect to circulating biomarkers, we identified a number of angiogenic and inflammatory biomarkers that could have potential in the screening process for SSc-PAH. Large multi-centre trials are nevertheless needed to verify their utility. New circulating biomarkers, such as those described by us, could also be of use for better prognostication, but this likewise warrants larger collaborative studies to definitely elucidate. A common problem in PAH research is indeed the small number of patients available for study. It would be valuable if the PAH community could in the future become even better at conducting collaborative studies also outside randomized controlled trials.

With respect to the modulation of HPV, it is emphasised that future studies should preferentially be performed in vivo to test hypotheses for relevance (29). It also appears to be important to better clarify the potentially different modulation of
the acute and sustained phases of the HPV response, respectively, and to perform investigations in various species and at different ages. This could aid in better understanding previously superficially contradictory results, but is likewise important with reference to investigations regarding novel modulatory pathways. A greater understanding of the interplay between different regulatory pathways in the modulation of HPV is also warranted.

With special reference to our findings, the potential contribution of TXA\textsubscript{2} for the sustained HPV response in humans, the development of high altitude pulmonary oedema and hypoxic exercise limitation is yet to be explored. As COX-2 is in chronic hypoxia primarily involved in prostacyclin synthesis (179, 180), investigations into the timing for a shift from a primarily vasoconstrictor to a vasodilator role is essential in order to understand its contributions during a continuous spectrum of hypoxic exposure. Additionally, the potential contribution of ADP and other adenine nucleotides to the HPV response needs to be better explored both in animal models and humans. This is emphasised by the important role of nucleotides in the systemic vascular response to acute hypoxia (153). In order to do so, further \textit{in vitro} studies investigating pulmonary arterial P1 and P2 receptor expression as well as adenine nucleotide responses are probably also necessary. The development of additional specific P1 and P2 receptor antagonists is furthermore essential.

As for the treatment of acute hypoxia-induced PH, our findings in pigs indicate that intravenous tezosentan and levosimendan could be efficient in alleviating right ventricular afterload and improving cardiac function. Such treatments could be of use as complementary treatments to oxygen and treatment of the underlying cause. The results need, however, to be verified in humans. Additionally, it would be of interest to investigate the utility of these drugs in additional clinical settings where HPV may substantially contribute to the presence of PH, such as acute respiratory distress syndrome, acute worsening of chronic lung diseases, sepsis or exacerbations of PAH. Of note, one must in such cases be observant of the potential inhibition of beneficial HPV that may be important for an adequate pulmonary oxygen uptake. It could also be of interest to investigate the feasibility of replacing per oral endothelin receptor antagonist treatment with intravenous tezosentan in intensive care settings.
Conclusions

The major conclusions of each study are:

I. Survival among PAH patients in Lund between 2000 and 2011 was poor, but comparable to that in other European countries. Monotherapy is most often not sufficient in PAH, as was illustrated by the low proportion of patients that survived on monotherapy only. Initial combination therapy may more potently and rapidly than initial monotherapy improve pulmonary haemodynamics and cardiac performance. Higher PVR index or mean RAP/SV index as well as a lower 6MWD or SV index at treatment follow-up are factors associated with worse outcome in PAH and potential variables to be used as treatment goals in PAH. SV index may be a better prognostic marker than CI.

II. ET-1 contributes to potentiate the sustained phase of the HPV response \textit{in vivo} in pigs. The effect of a single dose of intravenous tezosentan on pulmonary haemodynamics during acute hypoxia \textit{in vivo} in the pig normalizes PVR within 30 min and the effect lasts for at least 2 hours. When administered prior to acute hypoxia, intravenous tezosentan prevents any increase in PVR above that observed in normoxia without tezosentan. Intravenous tezosentan is therefore a promising drug for complementary treatment of acute hypoxic PH, for instance in an intensive care setting.

III. Administration of levosimendan during acute hypoxia \textit{in vivo} in the pig reduces right ventricular afterload and may prevent a cardio-depressive effect of hypoxia. Levosimendan could accordingly be beneficial as a complementary treatment for acute hypoxic PH.

IV. A COX-2-derived pulmonary vasoconstrictor potentiates the HPV response \textit{in vivo} in pigs. It is indicated that TXA\textsubscript{2} may be this COX-2-derived vasoconstrictor.

V. Activation of P2Y\textsubscript{1} or P2Y\textsubscript{12} receptors by ADP do not appear to be mandatory for a full HPV response \textit{in vivo} in pigs. It is indicated that ADP may be a non-obligatory modulator of HPV. Infusion of ADP in the right atrium induces pulmonary vasoconstriction through activation of P2Y\textsubscript{1} and P2Y\textsubscript{12} receptors. The mechanisms by which ADP induced pulmonary vasoconstriction \textit{in vivo} remain to be fully elucidated.
VI. Plasma PlGF, sVEGFR-1, TNF-α and VEGF-D have potential as screening biomarkers for PAH among SSc patients. Plasma sVEGFR-1 could be a biomarker of response to PH-targeted treatments. Plasma PlGF, VEGF-D, IL-6 and TNF-α at treatment follow-up correlated with clinical parameters of prognostic impact. Higher plasma PlGF as well as TNF-α at treatment follow-up were associated with increased mortality risk. These circulating angiogenic and inflammatory biomarkers may consequently have potential for prognostication in PAH.
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